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Buffy: Season Ten Volume 2 - I Wish
INTO EVERY GENERATION A SLAYER IS BORN Before
Buffy, the world has been protected by Chosen Ones with the
strength and spirit to fight evil in every form it takes. For the
first time ever, discover the untold origin stories of some of
the most important Slayers in history from all around the
worldand the secret that changes everything you ever thought
you knew about Buffy! Acclaimed creators including awardwinner Nilah Magruder (Marvel Rising), Mairghread Scott
(Batgirl), Celia Lowenthal (Over The Garden Wall: Hollow
Town), Alexa Sharpe (Rolled and Told) and more join forces
to reveal the Slayers of times past - and how they forever
change Buffy’s future. Collects Buffy the Vampire Slayer:
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Chosen Ones #1 and Buffy the Vampire Slayer: Every
Generation #1.

Angel - Season Six
When a demon from Giles’s past reemerges in London, it
gives Angel the opportunity he’s been waiting for: capturing
the final piece of the late Watcher’s soul. Faith’s Slayer
comrades discover her long-standing relationship with public
enemy number one, Angel. And if that wasn’t enough,
Slayers start turning into zombies! Collects Angel & Faith
Volumes 4 and 5. * Expanded sketchbook

After the Fall
Spike created by Joss Whedon and David Greenwalt.

Buffy the Vampire Slayer #2
"The author describes all of Whedon's work, covering both
the original texts of the Whedonverse, along with secondary
materials focusing on Whedon's projects, including 2000
books, essays, articles, documentaries and dissertations"--

Buffy the Vampire Slayer #3
As everyone grows accustomed to the new rules of magic,
Buffy heads to Sunnydale and finds that Andrew is up to his
old tricks again, just as new bad guys appear at her door.

Spike
In a story that follows the events of the show's final televised
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season, a heroic vampire seeks redemption while dealing
with the death destruction brought on by his choice to stand
up to a demonic multi-dimensional law firm.

Buffy the Vampire Slayer Legacy Edition Book One
After the world loses its connection to magic, Buffy relocates
to San Francisco and has to deal with zompires, a magical
siphon, a sullen Wiccan best friend, body snatching, and
coming to terms with her relationship with Spike.

Buffy the Vampire Slayer: New School Nightmare
The official graphic continuation of the Buffy storyline, by
Christos Gage, Megan Levens and Joss Whedon. Buffy
needs backup. More backup. With an ultimate Big Bad,
Archaeus, connected to so many from the Slayer's past, she's
calling in reinforcements - and saying to hell with the awkward
consequences: there is a job to be done. But as the Scoobies
get closer to Archaeus, the extent of his power and his plans,
and their connection to the new rules of magic, are revealed.
And Angel returns!

Cursed
Buffy Summers is the Chosen One. Born with unnatural
strength and instincts, she alone must fight off the vampires
of the world to save humankind. Not to mention the fact that
she mustalsodeal with the usualteen nightmares: dating,
friends, and high school. Buffy, along with her best friends
Willow and Xander, strugglesto save the world one fiesty
vamp at a time. Halloween Rain ~ Even without a maniacal
scarecrow, a Sunnydale Halloween is a truly horrific
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happening. There are enough zombies and vampires about,
ready to party hearty and eat some brains, to keep the Slayer
and her friends up all night. But then the rain starts to fall Bad
Bargain ~ All hell breaks loose when Sunnydale High is once
again the focus for channelled evil - but is the infestation of
strange demonic vermin a harbinger of something much
worse to come…? AfterImage ~ A mysterious stranger has
designs on Sunnydale as the town prepares for an all-night
session of horror films at the Drive-in - and that's when things
get very weird indeed.

The Angel Chronicles
From Joss Whedon (creator of Buffy The Vampire Slayer)
comes the official tie-in to the critically acclaimed Buffy The
Vampire Slayer television series! Set during the third season
of the Buffy The Vampire Slayer television series, discover
untold stories of the Scooby Gang and their fight against evil
in Sunnydale—all while trying not to fail their exams! Collects
Buffy The Vampire Slayer #1-10 (Dark Horse Comics,
published 1998-2003), as well as short stories from the era in
a newly designed, value priced format that no Buffy fan can
miss!

Angel Omnibus
This is the end, beautiful friend! After years of fighting to
protect his friends and the citizens of Los Angeles from the
demonic hordes which populate this and other dimensions,
Angel must say goodbye. Elaborate plans and selfless acts
have come and gone, and now IDW presents the hardcover
collection of Angel''s final three volumes: Immortality for
Dummies, The Crown Prince Syndrom, and The Worf, The
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Ram, and The Heart into one glorious collection, including the
never-before-collected Angel Yearbook.

Angel
On the road to find whoever is looking to destroy him and
pining after Buffy, Spike the vampire reluctantly joins forces
with his former nemesis in Los Angeles as they seek to
recover a centuries-old stone containing mystical powers.

The Willow Files
Angel has returned from the Hellmouth in Sunnydaleonly to
find that Gunn and Fred are now aligned with his mortal
enemy, Spike. But as the two vampires must resolve their
complicated history, new faces have emerged to threaten
Angel and Spike's missions. The acclaimed team of writer
Bryan Edward Hill (DC Universe's "Titans","Detective Comics"
and artist Gleb Melnikov ("Saban's Go Go Power Rangers" )
kick off an all new era for Angel, Spike and the whole team as
they begin a new mission to save Los Angeles from it's true
enemy. And they just might pull it off if Angel and Spike
manage not to kill each other. Again. Collects Angel & Spike
#9-12

Angel: After The Fall Vol.1
Part Faustian fable, part Gothic horror story, Angel Fire is a
full-color graphic novel in the finest tradition. The poster boy
for a morally corrupt generation, John Dury is a corporate
raider, acquiring and stripping businesses in exchange for
money, power, and designer drugs. The latest of these drugs
is Angel Fire—a hallucinogen that seems to open the door to
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the next world. But, instead of finding the keys to heaven,
John ends up in hell, spiraling into a nightmare dimension of
ghosts, demons…and a faceless shadow that reaches into
the depth of his soul. A powerful tale of corruption and
redemption, told by two of the UK’s top comic book creators.

The Xander Years
After the shocking conclusion to Hellmouth, only one vampire
can protect Los Angelesand it's Spike? But as Team Spike
must face a new threat in the evil forces of Wolfram & Hart,
everyone's asking one question: WHAT HAPPENED TO
ANGEL? The next big Whedonverse epic starts here!

King of the Dead
Spike and his, uh, Team Spike of Fred, Gunn & their new ally
Lorne race against the clock to find a supernatural artifact
before Wolfram & Hart. But if they're going to save the day,
Team Spike is going to have find a way not to kill each other
first. AND WHAT HAPPENED TO ANGEL?

Spike
This single volume features stories by series creator Joss
Whedon, Brett Matthews (Serenity: Those Left Behind), and
Christopher Golden (Baltimore). Set during Seasons 1 and 2
of the Angel television series, favorite characters
appear—Cordelia, Doyle, Wes, Gunn—as the investigations
of LA's vampire detective agency delve into all that is dark,
grotesque, strange, and unexplainable. Angel faces demonic
rats, bizarre deaths from spontaneous combustion, Hollywood
demons encountered courtesy of Cordelia, angry spirits,
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zombies, and more! * Includes four issues written by Joss
Whedon. * Chronicles the earliest adventures in the Angel
saga! * A collection of the first published Angel comics! Angel
#1–#14, #17, Angel: Long Night's Journey #1–#4, Dark Horse
Presents #153–#155: "Hunting Ground," Dark Horse Extra
#25–#28: "Angel," and Angel: Point of Order.

Jasper the Witch Slayer
Jasper grabbed his satchel and headed downstairs. He could
smell the sulfur getting stronger and stronger. He had no idea
what he would encounter in the mystic forest. Milo and Molly
were by Jasper’s side as he headed to school. They knew
Gretta the witch was plotting against him and would stop at
nothing until Jasper was caught by the witches. Jasper
needed to grab the witches’ spell book, but it could mean
being stuck in the mystic forest forever.

Angel: After The Fall Vol. 3
When the Monahan Family asks Spike to find their daughter
Ruby, he accepts. The problem? Ruby's a half-demon and
has been checked into the Mosaic Wellness Center, a rehab
facility for vampires, demons, and other creatures of the night.
The solution -- Spike checks himself in as a patient. But
there's another, slightly bigger problem -- the hundreds of
super-powered, supernatural patients at Mosaic know Spike,
and want him dead. If the therapy doesn't kill him, the other
patients will

Angel and Faith: Season Nine Library Edition
Xander tries to win his way into the cool crowd by joining the
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swim team and saving Sunnydale from demons.

Angel & Spike Volume 1
A bold new beginning for Joss Whedon’s Angel, as he must
team up with his mortal enemy Spike to save Los Angeles
from the new threat of Wolfram & Hart. TEAM SPIKE OR
TEAM ANGEL? It’s a new beginning for Los Angeles, as
Angel has returned from the Hellmouth in Sunnydaleonly to
find that Gunn and Fred are now aligned with his mortal
enemy, Spike. But as the two vampires must resolve their
complicated history, new faces have emerged to threaten
Angel and Spike’s missions. While Detective Kate Lockley is
drawn into this world of horror beyond her imagination, a new
enemy rises in the form of the demonic law firm Wolfram &
Hart - and they’re determined to get Fred back at any cost.
The acclaimed team of writer Bryan Edward Hill (DC
Universe’s Titans, Detective Comics) and artist Gleb Melnikov
(Saban’s Go Go Power Rangers) kick off an all new, all
different era for Angel, Spike and the whole team as they
begin a new mission to save Los Angeles from it’s true
enemy. And they just might pull it off if Angel and Spike
manage not to kill each other. Again. Collects Angel & Spike
#9-12.

Angel and Faith
After the shocking conclusion to the Hellmouth event, The
Slayer must defend SunnydaleAND IT'S KENDRA? Welcome
to the next era of the Buffy-versethe Ring of Fire! That’s right,
there’s a New Slayer in Sunnydale, who must confront an allnew threat to the ENTIRE WORLD and she'll need to pull the
Scooby gang together once more after what happened to
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Buffy WAITWHAT HAPPENED TO BUFFY? Eisner Awardnominated writer Jordie Bellaire (Redlands) and artist Julian
López (X-Men: Blue) kick off a new era for Slayers and
Scoobies by revealing a secret that will change everything
you think you know about Buffy! Collects Buffy the Vampire
Slayer #13-16.

The Angel Chronicles
An exciting and hilarious new middle grade story for anyone
who likes (or doesn't like) vampires! Buffy Summers is just
like any other studentexcept for the part where she's also a
secret vampire slayer. In every generation, one girl is granted
great strength to stand against the forces of darkness. Of
course, power doesn't matter when it comes to eating lunch
alone, getting picked on by the popular kids, or having way
too much homework. Luckily, Buffy finds her way with a cando attitude, a weird Watcher, and new besties, Sarafina and
Alvaro--who might just have powers of their own. But will any
of it be enough to turn the tide when an army of villainous
vampires invade town? Can Buffy save herself, let alone the
world? Like Star Wars: Jedi Academy and DC Comics' Secret
Hero Society, this action-packed and fun-filled story is told
through comics, journal entries, class notes, doodles, text
messages, and other in-world artifacts.

Angel & Spike #9
Ancient. Alien. Illyria. Resurrected into the body of Fred
Burkle (and burning all that she was in the process), Illyria
remains one of the most mysterious creatures in the
Angelverse. But when she seeks out answers to her
existence, she must make her way back to The Deeper Well,
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and confront her own demons, old and new!

The Angel Chronicles
Gather three stories featuring Willow in her quest to use her
magical abilities to save the world.

Vampire Slayer
Full graphic novel, collecting issues #1-5: In Angel's final
television season, his world ended but his story didn't. Now,
IDW Publishing is proud to present the story of Angel: After
the Fall, as presided over by Angel co-creator Joss Whedon,
along with his hand-picked creative team, Brian Lynch and
Franco Urru. Picking up where Season Five of the fan-favorite
TV show left off, this first volume looks at who lived after that
climactic battle, who died, and what happened to all of Los
Angeles in its wake. Features an art gallery from acclaimed
artists Tony Harris, Andrew Robinson, Franco Urru, and
more. A Top ''Pick Hit'' - ICv2 Guide to Graphic Novels

Spike Omnibus
"The death of Buffy's mentor at Angel's (possessed) hand has
the vampire looking to make amends by bringing the Watcher
back to life. Faith, rebel Slayer, is helping, if only to keep
Angel from going too far. But there's more keeping this duo's
swords ready: demon twins, Angel's former guide Whistler,
Faith's Slayer sisters, and vampire Drusilla!"--Darkhorse.com.

Angel & Spike Vol. 1
The course of love in Sunnydale never runs smoothly,
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especially for Buffy Summers the Vampire Slayer and her
boyfriend, Angel the vampire. They're going through the usual
early stages of a romantic relationship -- dressing to impress,
going on coffee dates, and saving the world. When Buffy tries
to be more like the girls from Angel's distant past, she
succeeds a little too well -- becoming helpless in the face of
real evil. Career week at school finds Buffy questioning her
future as the Slayer -- and all the relationship baggage that
title comes with -- until an unexpected ally gives new insight
into her calling. And when Angel is taken hostage by an old
acquaintance with sinister plans, Buffy realizes she must
draw on all her passion to save the one she loves. Now,
collected for the first time, are three stories from the hit-TV
series chronicling Buffy and Angel's growing romantic
relationship.

Angel
As long as there have been vampires, there has been the
Slayer. One girl in all the world, to find them where they
gather and to stop the spread of their evil and the swell of
their numbers Buffy the Vampire Slayer: Carnival of Souls:
There is definitely something not quite right about the
Travelling Carnival. When a once-shy pair of homely twins
begin to parade around Sunnydale High like divas, Buffy and
the others decide to investigate. But soon it becomes
apparent that the price of admission is higher than they
imagined. Willow is consumed by envy, Cordelia by greed,
and Xander by gluttony. Angel reveals a dangerous new
persona, while dark anger rises in Giles. More powerful still is
the blinding pride that threatens to overwhelm Buffy and
destroy all those she loves Blooded: Chirayoju, a vampire of
Chinese lore, and Sanno, the legendary Japanese Mountain
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King, have been locked in deadly battle for centuries. An
ancient curse imprisoned the spirits of these two warriors in
an antique sword; until the sword arrives in Sunnydale. Freed
by accident, Chirayoju searches for a host body that will allow
him to continue wreaking havoc among the living and the
dead. Now Buffy's on the trail of this legendary vampire a
bloody trail that leads straight through the heart of the BuffyXander-Willow triangle. One Thing or Your Mother: It's tough
being a teenage Slayer. On the verge of failing her junior year
thanks to the annoying Principal Snyder, who seems to be
acting even stranger than usual lately, Buffy agrees to meet
with a tutor… one who may not have her best interests in
mind. Not helping her studies is the fact that recently she's
been exhausted, waking up each morning feeling more tired
than she did the night before. Fighting off exhaustion, Buffy
learns that Principal Snyder is the target of a sleep
deprivation spell that has taken over Sunnydale. As sleep
takes hold of the citizens of Sunnydale, Buffy begins to
realize that unless she breaks the spell soon, the nightmare is
just beginning.

Buffy the Vampire Slayer: Chosen Ones
Spike is on his own again and while encountering new faces
and old familiar ones he is taking control of his destiny and
the consequences of being a vampire with a soul.

Fray: Future Slayer
Picking up where the television series left off, Season six
looks at who lived, who died, and what happened to Los
Angeles in its wake.
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Angel & Spike #10
Officially picking up where the beloved Angel television series
left off, this volume is the first of a collection of every printed
Angel comic book, including hard to find and out of print
stories. From Joss Whedon (creator of Buffy the Vampire
Slayer) comes the official tie-in to the critically acclaimed
Angel television series! Set during seasons 1 and 2, Angel
Investigations are dedicated to their mission of helping the
helplessand putting a stop to a seemingly never-ending
demon horde intent on destroying first Hollywood, and then
the world! The first in a series of books collecting every issue
of Angel in chronological order, including hard to find and out
of print stories, this volume features works by Emmy Awardwinning writer of Angel David Fury, New York Times BestSelling author Christopher Golden, and 5-time Eisner Awardwinning artist Eric Powell, and is a must-have for long time
fans and new readers alike!

Angel Fire
Hundreds of years in the future, Manhattan has become a
deadly slum, run by mutant crime-lords and disinterested
cops. Stuck in the middle is a young girl who thought she had
no future, but learns she has a great destiny. In a world so
poisoned that it doesn't notice the monsters on its streets,
how can a street kid like Fray unite a fallen city against a
demonic plot to consume mankind? Joss Whedon, the
celebrated creator of Buffy the Vampire Slayer, brings his
vision to the future in this unique tale. As inventive in the
comics medium as in that of television or film, Whedon spins
a complex tale of a skilled thief coming of age without the
help of friends or family, guided only by a demonic Watcher. *
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Joss Whedon, creator of Fray and Buffy the Vampire Slayer,
has been nominated for Nebula, Hugo and Emmy Awards as
well as an Oscar!

Angel Legacy Edition Book Two
DOPPELG NGLAND Sunnydale. Five years into the future.
A bleak, post- apocalyptic future for which the Slayer herself
is responsible. Her mother has been killed. Angel is missing
and presumed dead. Her friends are different, harder. But
that's not the worst of it. Buffy's enemies are different, too. In
this alternate reality, old foes are wreaking havoc in vampiredominated Southern California. This in and of itself is no
surprise. But when Buffy learns that even the vicious Spike is
merely a minion, lackey to the chief bloodsucker, she is
rocked to the core. For he serves none other than Giles, the
Vampire King. Whom Buffy must face and conquer -- as her
friends back in real time struggle to bring her disembodied
spirit home. To be continued

The Whedonverse Catalog
Full graphic novel, collecting issues #9-12: The main After the
Fall storyline is back in the crosshairs in this 3rd volume of
the series! Now that we've seen not only what happened after
that epic, show-ending alley battle, but also experienced the
First Night that Los Angleles went to Hell, it's time to find out
what comes next. But it's not going to be easy. Longtime
friends-turned-bitter-enemies Angel and Gunn are on a
colision course with destruction, Gunn's master plan comes to
light, and an old friend returns to help Angel in his darkest
hour.
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Spike
Leaving Sunnydale to take a break from Buffy, Spike visits a
small California town where he is forced to face his past as
well as a shambling monster, all while trying to keep his inner
vampire hidden.

Pieces on the Ground
Angelus BORN: Ireland DIED: Ireland CURRENT
RESIDENCE: Sunnydale, CA AGE: 242 years and counting
"Things used to be pretty simple. Hundred years, just hanging
out, feeling guilty. Really honed my brooding skills. Then she
comes along." After a century of killing without a care, the
vampire Angelus was cursed with a conscience and
eventually fled to Sunnydale, where he restricted his feeding
to blood banks. Until 16-year-old Buffy Summers, the
Vampire Slayer, arrived in town to battle vampires, demons
and the Forces of Darkness. First, he has to convince her not
to kill him. Then, he has to convince himself not to fall in love
with her. Now, collected for the first time, are three stories
from the cult-hit TV series chronicling the beginning of this
star crossed love story. Can Buffy and Angel survive life,
deathand beyond?

Buffy the Vampire Slayer Vol. 4
"She's stronger than any Slayer you've faced. Force won't get
it done. You gotta work from the inside. To kill this girlyou
have to love her." For Buffy the Vampire Slayer, birthdays
aren't all parties and cake -- hers tend to involve a life-ordeath battle with a big evil. Her seventeenth celebration isn't
an exception. While Buffy's friends organize a festive
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gathering in honor of the special day, Spike and Drusilla are
planning their own surprise party for the Slayer -- with a
devastating demon as the grand finale. But a passionate
night with Angel changes everything. Suddenly, Buffy must
deal with two forms of ultimate evil: the almost-indestructible
Judge -- and the legendary vampire Angelus, who is
determined to exact his special brand of revenge on the
young woman who showed him true love. Now, collected for
the first time, are three stories from the hit TV series
chronicling Angel's darker side.

Angel Legacy Edition Book One
Spike hunts down a group of female demons who have
captured Illyria and his flock, but must figure out a new way to
save all of them when his rescue plan fails and the demons
capture him.

Spike
FROM JOSS WHEDON (CREATOR OF BUFFY THE
VAMPIRE SLAYER) COMES THE OFFICIAL TIE-IN TO THE
CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED ANGEL TELEVISION SERIES!
Set during the first two seasons of the Angel television series,
discover the rare and out-of-print stories that reveal the untold
history of Angel Investigations–including a never before
reprinted story by visionary creator Joss Whedon! Collects
Angel #10-17, Buffy the Vampire Slayer #29-30, Angel: Long
Night's Journey #1-4, along with stories from Dark Horse
Extra.
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